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FTS (File Transfer System) is III’s adaptation of FTP (file transfer protocol).  It differs 
from most FTP systems in that the transfer must be initiated from the III side.  This 
means that files must be sent to or gotten from an FTP server, rather than to a client (the 
Innopac acts as the client in these cases).   FTS can be used in many ways to simplify 
common processing procedures.  Numerous detailed examples were given.  
 
At TCCL, FTS is used by Acquisitions staff to load BRODART TIPS Lists (TIPS is a 
selection tool) into the III system as selection lists, as well as to send orders back to 
BRODART.  FTS is also used by TCCL’s Cataloging Department to speed up the 
processing of new items by overlaying existing brief records from the TIPS list. This 
eliminates steps and reduces the amount of manual input required.  
 
At CSULA, FTS is used to send order records to and from Yankee Book Peddler’s 
GobiLink system, which avoids OCLC downloading with 949 fields or local input of 
orders. CSULA then loads OCLC Promptcat records for cataloging, with item records 
and electronic invoices included. 
 
Tulsa also uses FTS as part of its authority control procedure in which a monthly list of 
cataloged items is sent via FTS to LTI (Library Technologies, Inc) for processing.  
Authority records are received from LTI the same day.   
 
Other examples are TCCL’s use of FTS for processing EBSCO invoices, CSULA’s use 
of FTS for loading patron records into Innovative, and TCCL for adding holdings to 
OCLC (using the same list created for authority control purposes), as well as canceling 
holdings on OCLC, whereby a lists of bibs without attached item records is sent via FTS 
to OCLC, who then runs an overnight batch process based on that list.  In addition, 
CSULA uses FTS to avoid III’s HTML editor; they download HTML files, edit them in 
whatever PC based editor (e.g. DreamWeaver) that they prefer and then upload them 
back to the III system.  
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Mss Card and Frazier feel that FTS is a fast, accurate and reliable tool for simplifying 
various processes, especially in technical services and circulation. 
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